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"Ghostbusters: Answer the Call" is a 2016 American supernatural comedy film based on the 1984
film of the same name and the 2016 sequel. The film was directed by Paul Feig from a screenplay by
Katie Dippold, Feig, and Leslie Dixon. It was distributed by Sony Pictures Entertainment on August
13, 2016. The first trailer for the film was released on July 21, 2016. Principal photography began on
October 31, 2015, and ended on July 26, 2016. The film stars Kate McKinnon, Melissa McCarthy, and
Kristen Wiig as the Ghostbusters, alongside Leslie Jones, and Andy Diggle as the new members,
Abby Yates, and Erin Gilbert.4/5 (8,196). When Abby (McKinnon) and Erin (Wiig) are saddled with
the …ghostbusters movies of 2016 english. নম্বর. i will upload FREE …tatravel. get a 1.0
permalink2. English Movies; Hindi Dubbed Movies; Dual Audio. HackFestival V1 HD (480p) :: Action,
Adventure,. I don't know what to say : The movie's trailer is out.. I'm so alone Don't have nobody to
call my own. The cast of "Ghostbusters" already featured Jason Statham in the lead role and Ralph
Fiennes and Bill Murray in supporting roles, so the series only had one role not so widely known: the
Stay Puft Marshmallow Man. It was only fitting that, in 2016, a second sequel would finally be made.
While it was released on Blu-ray and DVD in October 2014, the story will take place in 2016 in an
alternate reality where real-life celebrity, well-known public intellectual, and avid "Ghostbusters" fan
Bill Murray somehow made it into the real world and recruited the actual movie stars and writers of
the franchise to resurrect him as a spirit in their New York apartment. His most famous exploits are
creating Flashbulb characters like "The Great Pumpkin" and "The Abominable Snowman," giving his
children and some pets human faces, and consoling working-class New Yorkers during The Great
Recession. This movie is a good one to watch if you are looking for an interesting comedy with a
supernatural twist at its core. The story revolves around the Ghostbusters, fictionalized versions of
the members of the New York City Fire Department's Ghostbusters division, who are actually trained
paranormal-hunters. But they aren't the only people trying
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